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544 miles

670,000 1000m

South Wales Valleys:
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130 forest blocks  





Official trail network:  
Unofficial trail network?  
70% of the network  

204 km  
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20+ groups, individuals 
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Definition
Here, we explain the types of events and activities on NRW managed land involving bikes or
electric assisted bikes. 

This includes:



Where you can go without needing our permission

Individuals and groups are legally allowed to use Bridleways, Restricted 
Byways, Byways Open to All Traffic (BOATs). NRW also allows individuals 
and groups to cycle on forest roads in the Welsh Government Woodland 
Estate. On NRW managed land, you’ll also find many permissive mountain 

biking tracks and waymarked routes, which are managed as single use trails. 
You can find these routes on our website www.naturalresouceswales.gov.uk
or at www.mbwales.com.

Position Statement: 003

http://www.naturalresouceswales.gov.uk/
http://www.mbwales.com/


When you’ll need permission from us

• Events and commercial groups always need permission to use our land.

• If you’d like to build anything on our land, you’ll always need our 

permission. However, we only give this permission in specific 
circumstances and as part of a longer-term management agreement.

Position Statement: 003
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A Fresh Approach 

NRW’s Land Management Group have decided on a more pragmatic approach to managing 

unauthorised trails:-

• •  which recognizes the potential benefits of such trails. 

•  accepts the presence and development of these in WGWE. 

•  uses a more risk based approach. 

There is a general presumption that Unauthorised MTB Trails can stay unless there are 
site specific circumstances why they should not. 



Guidance for Management

• Should NRW enter any negotiations with individuals, groups or organisations regarding 
informal MTB trails the MTB Ranger might declare an interest. The negotiations should be 
carried out by an objective colleague; and the MTB Ranger continues to advise internal 
colleagues within the process. 

• The MTB community is small and NRW MTB Rangers are, in all likelihood, going to know 
and often be friends with MTB trail builders/riders. This approach will allow for increased 
transparency of our decision making. 



NRW Informal MTB Trail Guidance



Risk Assessment

Topic: Responsibility:

Is there a current permit or permission for other use of the forest in 
this area?

Land Agent

What is the standard of the trail construction? MTB Ranger

Does the trail cross a Public right of Way (PROW) or other well 
used access route?

Local Area Team (LAT)

Is the trail in an area of designated open access for other users? LAT

Is there any formal recreation provision in the area of the trail? LAT

Are there environmental concerns for the area? LAT

Has there been a public complaint about the wild MTB trails? LAT

Does the trail encroach on any Heritage or Conservation features? H&C Manager

Does the trail encroach on any wildlife protected sites? H&C Manager

Does this trail impact on the management of the forest. Are there 
any operations planned in eh next 12 months.

Local Area Planner



Complete
Public Safety Risk 

Assessment as per this 
template.

VSG principles apply.
Close it Tinker with it/them Let them get on with it

Trails Unacceptable, 
there are insurmountable 

issues.
It is not expected that 
reasonable action can 

ever change this scenario 
significantly.

Trails only acceptable if 
modifications are made.

Things must change in this 
scenario, but there are possible 

win-win outcomes possible.

Trails acceptable.
Where only the riders 

themselves will be at risk; 
this is the ideal situation.

Their risk is in line with the 
benefits they will derive.

https://cyfoethnaturiolcymru.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/teams/are/aar/vm/Health%20and%20Safety/Public%20Safety%20Risk%20Assessment%20Form%20-%20Accessible%20Land-%20Master%20Template.xlsm?d=wd0ffd03a8d29452da86b482e1e2f6be4&csf=1
https://cyfoethnaturiolcymru.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/teams/are/aar/vm/Publis%20Safety/VSCG%20Chapter_2_guiding_Principles.pdf?csf=1


A range of outcomes

Formal Commercial lease  - Bike Park Wales

Management Agreement  - Dyfi Mountain biking – Climach-x Trail

Management Agreement Foel Gasnach

Adoption  - Dyfi Trails Adoption Plan

Tolerate  - Coed Parciau
Machen
Parc y Bwlch

Remove  - Llangwyfan, Scouse Track
Pen y Bont, Hirnant



NRW Grading Wild Trails

Off Piste / Natural Trails

Historically used routes, purpose built event trails, genuine off-piste gap in the trees.
Rescue could be many hours away and a minor issue might have major consequences.

Suitable for:-
1. Self-reliant riders who can plan and modify their route to suit the conditions.
2. Confident Navigators.
3. On a well maintained bike of their choice
4. Carrying all the kit they might need.
5. Adopting the appropriate riding style, being sensitive to the environment.

Trail and surface types:-
1. Variable and changing potentially on a daily basis.
2. Expect all sorts of surfaces, with a variety of, or absolutely no line choice.
3. Maybe extremely narrow and with serious consequence if you lose it.



NRW Grading Wild Trails

Gradients and technical Features:-
1. Sometimes unavoidable, and unknown.
2. Challenging and unexpected.
3. Natural and man made features.
4. Variable and highly Weather dependant.

Suggested Fitness level:-
1. Fitness is less important than being an independent wilderness navigator.
2. Ride within your limits, others might have to pick up the pieces.


